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ABSTRACT

Eastern voyages and the fascination of exotic gardens

Portuguese vessels first reached India in 1498. Among the many novelties those 
intrepid voyagers encountered there, Indian garden design canons, composition, 
and ornamentation clearly captivated the newly arrived Portuguese.  Available 
documentation indicates that at least sixteen architects, engineers, and contractors 
travelled to Indian cities during the first half of the 16th century. Viceroys were also 
clearly dazzled by their encounters with the gardens there, they all returned to 
influence Renaissance Portuguese gardens with the incorporation of large reflecting 
pools, azulejos used to decorate walls, and the installation of water pavilions. These 
features suggest the enduring Indian influence on garden making in Portugal that 
indelibly impacted the future evolution of Portuguese garden art.

Although we know that Portuguese merchants were the first to reach the Japanese 
Archipelago in 1543, it was the Portuguese missionaries and specially Luis Frois who 
provided the first detailed written accounts of the Japanese culture some decades 
later. In particular, Frois’ fascination for the many Japanese gardens he visited is well 
documented in his writings from around 1590. The long-simmering religious, cultural, 
and political differences brought years of mutual curiosity to a somewhat violent 
halt—a hiatus that then endured for some 250 years. It was only in 1873 at the Vienna 
World Exhibition that Japanese garden art was again recognized in the Western world 
as a sublime expression of art and landscape design. By the 20th century, modernist 



landscape architects rediscovered age-old principles (1780) of Ishigumi sono.u 
yaegakiden (Transmission on stone composition and gardens [...] ) d’Akisato Ritó, 
which they then incorporated in their work by adopting and adapting these ancient 
traditions of Japanese garden art and design in Western landscape design. 
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